Why Open Systems

AT A GLANCE

Open Systems is a
secure access service
edge (SASE) pioneer
enabling enterprises
to scale with managed,
cloud-native, secure
connections anywhere.
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Hybrid SASE

Unified functionality

Customer experience

Being on the forefront of converging

The transport-, provider- and

With more than 30 years in the

network and security services,

cloud-agnostic platform ensures

business, Open Systems has a proven

we’ve always focused on tight

agility to meet the demand of to-

track-record, industry-best NPS,

integration of technologies into

day’s businesses while reducing

technology awards, established

one holistic solution.

operational complexity and cost.

partners and many happy customers.

No matter where you are today,

Built-in functionalities ranging from

With continuous technology and

we are supporting you on your

SD-WAN to Extended Detection and

service innovation we’re ensuring

digital transformation journey.

Response are managed end-to-end.

your success for the next 30 years
as well.

Established
global alliances
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we offer
technical expertise for Microsoft Azure
security services and cloud platform.
Together with Equinix, we enable our
customers to succeed with their multicloud strategy.
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Open Systems Platform
Open Systems enables customers to leverage a single partner for network and security
operations. Consolidate your SD-WAN, network security, and extended detection and
response (XDR) technology to reduce complexity and the need to orchestrate multiple
vendors and applications. Open Systems helps free up your skilled IT staff to work
on other business-critical projects.
Platform
Cloud-based architecture

Network
Hybrid cloud support

Co-Managed Operations
With direct level-3 support

Security
Built-in dynamic secure access

Analytics
Actionable insights

30+ years of Managed Services experience
1990

Founded as
Security Integrator

2017
2011

2009 Services running
in 100 countries

1999

Transition to Managed
Security Service Provider
From hardware-centric
to service-centric

SD-WAN Launch
Hybrid networks
and automated
line failover

2018

US HQ in Silicon Valley
Swiss engineering paired
with US marketing
Office in Germany
Sales and Customer Success

2016
2013

EQT
partnership

2020 MDR Launch
Acquisition of BiTC

Office in New York
Sales and
Customer Success
2019

Services running
in 180 countries

Office in Austria
Partnership Microsoft
Acquisition of Sqooba
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Bernhard Schuchert
Chief Information Officer

industry.”
Risto Wieland
Director IT

Markus Lickert
Managing Director
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Rocco Boccuti
IT Business Director

‹Hey, we fixed this.›
– And we didn’t even

Chris Hall
VP of Global Information
Technology
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